Portland Utility Board

October 1, 2019
1900 SW Fourth Avenue, 1900 Building, 2500C
Meeting #73
Attendees:
PUB Members:

Absent:

Ana Brophy, ex-officio
Brian Laurent, ex-officio
Dory Robinson, co-chair
Gabriela Saldaña-López
Heidi Bullock, co-chair
Kaliska Day (arrived 3:37pm)
Karen Y. Spencer
Karen Williams (arrived 3:50pm)
Mia Sabanovic
Micah Meskel (arrived 3:35pm)
Robert Martineau
Ted Labbe (left at 5:15pm)
Sara Petrocine, ex-officio*
*Notice of absence provided prior to meeting

Staff:

Public:

Amy Archer-Masters, Portland Utility Board Analyst, City Budget Office
Asena Lawrence, Senior Staff Representative, Commissioner Fish’s Office
Bonita Oswald, Senior Communications Specialist, Portland Water Bureau,
Cristina Nieves, Senior Policy Advisor, Commissioner Fritz’s Office
Cecelia Huynh, Director of Finance and Support Services, Portland Water Bureau
David Peters, Engineering Manager – Special Projects, Portland Water Bureau
Eliza Lindsay, Portland Utility Board Coordinator, City Budget Office
Gabe Solmer, Deputy Director, Portland Water Bureau
Jeff Winner, Capital Improvement Program Planning Supervisor, Portland Water Bureau
Jessica Kinard, Budget Director, City Budget Office
Yung Ouyang, Senior Financial Analyst, City Budget Office
Annie Von Burg, Manager, Portland Harbor, Bureau of Environmental Services
In total there were about 22 members of the public in attendance, including representatives
from the Oregonian, the Willamette Week, and KATU.
Those who signed in by name include:
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Carol Cushman, League of Women Voters
Rick Bartha, Community Member
Carla Bartha, Community Member
Erica McCormick, Boring Citizen
Breazy Wirth, Boring Citizen
Lauren Courter, Citizen
Brent Leathers, Citizen
Matt Yium, Garvey Schubert Barer
Synopsis, Action Items, Decisions
In these notes the acronym, PUB, stands for the Portland Utility Board; BES for the Bureau of
Environmental Services, and PWB for the Portland Water Bureau.
An update on bill redesign was given and the decision to contract printing and mailing functions with
InfoSend was discussed. The PWB will return when the process is further along to provide updated
samples and get feedback from the PUB. The Fall Budget Monitoring process was discussed briefly with
no items drawing significant attention. The bulk of the meeting was devoted to discussion of the Bull
Run Filtration Project, including question and answer with PWB staff and PUB members as well as
hearing comment from the public.
ACTION ITEMS are related to gathering more information to inform the PUB’s decision-making and
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PWB to look into carbon impacts of printing and mailing functions of billing done by out-ofstate contractor.
Request for updates from BES on negotiations around Tryon Creek wastewater treatment
plant.
Request to see the filtration project options in terms of risk as well as values.
Request for more information on risks of algae.
Request to see information about outreach efforts, particularly around demographics, e.g.,
how many groups have been primarily non-English speakers and what resources have been
provided to all communities to be informed.
Request to provide the reports from studies around economic impacts of a day without water.

Call to Order
The co-chair called the meeting to order at approximately 3:30pm.
Disclosure of Communications
Ted has been in communication with PWB and BES staff with regards to the content of the Mayor’s
climate emergency declaration.
Heidi had Portland Harbor Superfund conversations with Bureau of Environmental Services staff.
Brian had a few incidental conversations with Portland Harbor staff and Revenue about financial
assistance.
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Prior Meeting Minutes
The draft meeting minutes from September 3rd, 2019, circulated ahead of time were reviewed. Carol
Cushman noted that in her public comment about the ballot measures it is not an intergovernmental
agreement, but a mutual aid agreement.
The minutes with revisions were accepted.
Public Comment
The co-chair invited public comment.
Seven members of the public provided comment. Written comment is included in Addendum A.
Verbal comments covered a variety of concerns about the impacts of the filtration project. Those
commenting included: Breazy Wirth, Lauren Courter, Brent Leathers, Carol Bartha, Matt Yium, Dee
White, and Mike Kost.
Portland Water Bureau: Bill Redesign – Kathy Koch, Customer Service Director, Portland Water
Bureau
The Water Bureau presented on their reasons for contracting printing and mailing functions to InfoSend
noting disaster recovery, flexibility in bill and envelope design, retiring PWB staff, and more. The
selected vendor has experience with jurisdictions newly outsourcing this work.
Questions and Discussion - PUB members and PWB staff
A variety of topics were covered and include:
Costs to benefit ratio and the business case for moving forward
PWB shared that they know InfoSend pricing in detail. However, P&D is a pass-through cost and
doesn’t give that kind of detail so it is difficult to show a direct correlation of past costs versus
projected costs. PWB got authorization from Council based on all costs and the estimated contract
with InfoSend ended up lower. Exact cost was not available during the meeting.
Impacts to labor
The two people currently involved with billing won’t be laid off, although it is not known what will
happen to the positions once they retire. P&D has indicated they have plenty of work and will not
experience layoffs due to the change.
The carbon costs of working with an out-of-state contractor compared to local business
ACTION ITEM PWB to look into carbon impacts of printing and mailing functions of billing done by
out-of-state contractor.
Bill redesign, when it goes live, and PUB’s opportunity for input
PWB hopes to go live with InfoSend in January with the existing bill, while working in the
background with InfoSend on redesign. This redesign will be a collaborative process with PWB, BES,
and InfoSend. Focus groups regarding the bill redesign are not planned at this time. InfoSend does
focus groups and has shared results with PWB. PWB staff are also on nation-wide committees
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working on these issues and get information this way. PUB will be informed before a final decision is
made. PWB will probably bring a couple samples to PUB for feedback.
Potential software compatibility issues
PWB has no plans to move away from Cayenta. InfoSend already supports Cayenta.
Electronic billing
The electronic and paper bill will look the same. Currently, about 40+% get electronic bills. The
industry standard is more in the 25-27% range so PWB has done really well. One of the challenges in
the customer service world is customers are anywhere from 19-99 and how they want to look at and
pay the bill is very different. PWB wants to make sure they don’t leave anyone behind.
Fall Budget Monitoring Review: Bureau of Environmental Services, Ken Bartocci; Portland Water
Bureau, Cecilia Huynh; City Budget Office, Yung Ouyang.
The PUB co-chair invited Cecilia Huynh with the Water Bureau, Ken Bartocci with the Bureau of
Environmental Services, and Yung Ouyang with the City Budget Office to talk about the Fall Budget
Monitoring Process. Each gave a very short presentation based on the materials as linked below.
Reference materials included:
•
•
•
•
•

BES’ one-page summary.
BES’ fall BMP submittal.
PWB fall BMP request.
City Budget Office’s (CBO’s) review of BES’ BMP request.
CBO’s review of PWB’s BMP request.

They can be found here.
A variety of topics were discussed and include:
The scale of BES’ truing up of the budget; how does 7 or 10 million compare to the overall budget?
BES’ total budget is 500 million. When they did the system forecast in December/January, system
development charges (SDCs) were going very high but right after that they cooled so BES adjusted
on the basis of that.
Transfer of funds from Tryon Creek wastewater treatment plant to the Boones Ferry Culvert:
Does that mean negotiations aren’t going forward?
BES doesn’t know yet, so they put a hold on it.
ACTION ITEM Request for updates from BES on negotiations around Tryon Creek wastewater
treatment plant.
Clarification of new requests from both BES and PWB.
For BES, all new requests are in column A of the one-page summary. For the Water bureau the
budget is unchanged.
Does anything in this effect the bond rating or days-cash-on-hand?
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BES said they don’t expect any impact on bond rating. Days-cash-on-hand is a moving target, but
this wouldn’t impact days-cash-on-hand either.
Clarifying Questions on the Project Management Office (PMO)
BES answered that the $300,000 for the PMO is ongoing. It is too early to tell whether these will be
permanent or contract positions.
Clarifying questions about why two equity managers
BES hired an equity manager who resigned. Informed by their feedback and in developing the
workplan BES realized this was a much bigger lift than can be done by one person. BES clarified that
this formalizes the current staffing level as they have been double-filling the existing position.
Break
Portland Water Bureau: Bull Run Filtration Project Update – Gabriel Solmer, David Peters, Cecilia
Huynh
Reference materials include:
•

Video from Council work session.

•

Cost Updates and Options PowerPoint presentation from Council work session.

•

One-page overview of Bull Run Filtration project.

Gabe Solmer, PWB Deputy Director, and David Peters, Program Director for the Bull Run Filtration
Improvements gave a brief overview of the background and decisions made leading up to the current
point. They described the public involvement that had been conducted and the spectrum of costs. There
is not one point where you can say this is exactly what you get for this. So, PWB picked three points
along the spectrum to highlight the options:
•
•

•

Minimum Compliance with federal regulations (approximately $670 million).
Phased Approach (approximately $730 million) – What can we do now versus what we can wait to
do later so as to have a lower rate impact? Also have to consider the costs by analogy of building a
house with one bathroom and then later having to add another bathroom. You have to go through
the permitting process again and there will be increased cost of materials. It will cost more, if you
put that same investment in later.
Full implementation (approximately $850 million) – If do everything we’re recommending and
address all risks and build it right from the start.

PUB Question and Answer
There was a question and answer session with PWB staff and PUB members. Below is a summary of key
areas of questioning and responses.
Do you have a prediction of the demand beyond 20 years, i.e., a prediction of how long the
filtration plant will meet demand.?
Twenty years is as far as you can get in terms of information on population growth and water use.
Climate change increases the uncertainty. So, the plant could meet demand for more than twenty
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years. We just don’t know. What we do know is that the 169 million gallons/day (mgd) would cover
the hottest, driest summers we could expect to have whereas with the 145 mgd wouldn’t be able to
meet peak days in the hottest, driest years. What we would do is run ground water to supplement.
The tradeoff is a little more use of the ground water system with the 145 mgd.
Do you have a business case analysis for the options?
PWB has focused on values. Laying out the three options is aimed more at gaining insight into what
people value. For example, ozone is in the full option but not in the minimal option. It allows you to
recover faster from fire. Do people value that? Two pipes rather than a single pipe builds in
resiliency and reliability. How do people value that? We are looking for some guidance from PUB on
what PUB values.
Risks
ACTION ITEM Request to see the filtration project options in terms of risk as well as values.
•

Fire
The groundwater system is not able to meet the summer demand on its own. And, fire is
likely to happen in the summer. Forest fire is an increasing risk due to climate change
resulting in longer dryer summers, and the fact that we have not had a fire in that area for
some time.
If the watershed burns it is not just one summer of impacts. Turbidity and organics in the
water would be a problem for many years and if we had not already built a filtration plant
we would probably have to then. Ozone also helps address a forest fire situation by reducing
organics and thereby increasing filterability. Denver’s watershed burned around 2000 and
provides an example of what happens.

•

Landslide and erosion
The risk of landslide and erosion has been factored into the estimates. PWB has done a
geotechnical analysis and think the soil is in pretty good shape. For erosion, there are things
they have to manage and regulations to meet.

•

Algae
ACTION ITEM Request for more information on risks of algae.

•
•

Climate Change exacerbates the risks and increases the demand for water because the peak
season of water use is getting longer and hotter and drier.
Earthquake - All three options and the pipes include seismic design.

Outreach – PUB members expressed concern about whether outreach and information were
reaching all communities, including those that are primarily non-English speakers.
Water Bureau staff shared that they can provide information on outreach efforts. They have
approached this project as having two audiences; the customers who are the rate payers and/or
receive water and the site neighbors. In terms of reaching customers they have had a community
forum, printed materials in multiple languages and have had focus groups targeting retail customers
and low-income customers. They have also had outreach events on different days, including
weekends, and at different times of days, including evening.
ACTION ITEM Request to see information about outreach efforts, particularly around demographics,
e.g., how many groups have been primarily non-English speakers and what resources have been
provided to all communities to be informed.
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Community Impacts
• Easement/Eminent Domain
Regardless of option chosen there will be some level of property purchase or easement
acquisition that needs to happen. PWB has been purchasing property since the 1960s and is
focusing on property they already own since one of their values is to minimize impact to
community.
•

Traffic
PWB is doing traffic studies and looking at the impact of both staff and deliveries. All that
gets worked into the design. PWB is interested in hearing more from the local community
about their concerns so as they go through the design process they can try to address
concerns. This is part of the site advisory committee conversation.

•

Construction in general
Most of what happens on the site with the treatment plants is the same between the
options. However, if they build without ozone and then add that later that is a second
construction disruption. The biggest impact is likely the pipes. If they build shorter pipelines
but have to come back later to repair and replace aging infrastructure, then the length of
time of construction is longer versus doing it all now and getting it done.
The biggest impact is in the first 1-2 years where they will be digging and pouring concrete.
After that it is mostly employees coming on to the site to do things like wiring, etc.

Impact to wildlife
PWB is working with organizations like the Johnson Creek Watershed Council to figure out what
they can do to minimize impacts.
Impacts to businesses
Water is an economic driver and helps a City and businesses run. PWB said that their commercial
accounts are about 43% of retail customers and some are industrial customers. They have done
some studies around economic impacts of a day without water and can provide them.
ACTION ITEM Request to provide the reports from studies around economic impacts of a day without
water.
Operations
The estimated rate impacts include the cost of operating the facility. A very rough estimate of the
number of staff to operate the facility is 20-25 people which is similar to the number of staff
operating the current system. The corrosion control and disinfectant facilities will be consolidated
into one location instead of multiple facilities. They will be reallocating existing staff but can’t say for
certain whether there will be no new hires. One of the first tasks once they bring on a designer is to
figure out details of how the facility will operate. They are running a pilot plant to test how different
medias and depths work and that will help determine operations and how many staff.
The system will remain gravity fed.
Modifications at the Headworks facility are not needed to meet future demand but are needed to
operate the facility.
Groundwater System
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One of the goals with the groundwater system is to maintain access as it is now, not more or less. If
there was a forest fire and we couldn’t use Bull Run for several years, there is not a sacrifice level in
terms of water consumption that would allow groundwater to meet the demand through those
years. It provides for a short period of time, not a long time.
Even in the full implementation groundwater may be needed to get through the peak season.
Climate change is extending the peak season, it is warmer earlier and later, so we need more water
overall and Bull Run and the groundwater system support each other.
The aquifer here is fed by the Columbia River so we don’t have the drawdown issues they have say
in Texas. We do have modeling of what it looks like here.
Ultraviolet
PWB has not continued to consider or refine the ultraviolet option since Council selected filtration in
2017 and has not directed them to further study other options.
Four Foundational Decisions
PWB stated that they did not hear from Council a desire to revisit the four foundational decisions–
location, type, capacity, procurement method. PWB doesn’t want to speak for Council but what they
heard the charge to be for both PWB and the PUB is: Given where we are and the new information,
where do we go? Given the spectrum of options, not necessarily these three exact points, what do
we value and where do we go?
Public Question and Comment
The floor was also opened for public comment and question. The public raised concerns about Dodge
Park camping closing, about the costs and risks associated with the project, that the environmental
impacts had not been valued more, that the decision to proceed was based on cost information that is
no longer accurate, about what the purchased house on Carpenter Lane would be used for, about the
rural character of the area, about road quality issues, and about seismic issues.
PWB staff responded to the various concerns, e.g., explaining that they could not use ratepayer funds to
run the Dodge Park campground and there were no other funds available; that the house was not
purchased for housing but for pipeline alignments and options for the property were still being
considered; and the potential of a good neighbor agreement.
Subcommittee Reports
Bylaws
An update was given. At the last bylaws subcommittee meeting there was a lot of conversation on
increasing transparency around potential conflicts of interest and creating a procedures document
outside the bylaws to capture additional PUB day-to-day procedures. A request was made for one or
two volunteers to work with PUB staff outside of a meeting to do some document prep work to help
things move more quickly at the next subcommittee meeting. Karen Y Spencer volunteered.
Lead Corrosion Control
PUB has been talking about a meeting out in community on a specific topic and that would be lead and
drinking water. The PUB planning team has discussed wanting it to be more educational and involve a
panel and has made progress. OHSU Professor Bill Lambert, public health focus, has confirmed interest
in serving on the panel. Oregon Health Authority and Multnomah County have been contacted. Things
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are in the works but because it has taken so long it will probably be in January. It is important to make
sure the timing isn’t rushed, so there can be appropriate outreach.
Portland Harbor
On behalf of a PUB member, PUB staff raised the topic of the PUB continuing to work on a letter
regarding the Portland Harbor Superfund cleanup, perhaps in a subcommittee. There was discussion
about whether the PUB member was committed to a letter being the response or whether other
options would be considered. There was general agreement that other options would be considered,
driven by those who are interested in discussing it. Those present discussed whether this was more
appropriate as a topic for a subcommittee or something that two PUB members could work on together
and bring back to the full PUB. There was general agreement that having two PUB members work on it
would be most expedient. It was also noted that, currently, there is no clock ticking on the issue.
PUB Wrap-up of Filtration Discussion
PUB members wrapped up their conversation by discussing
•

who was thinking of attending the site advisory meeting at Sandy High School this Thursday.

•

the timeline of getting a recommendation to City Council. PWB staff said that they expect to
bring the design contract to Council the first two weeks of November and added that PUB
input would be most relevant for what they design and less relevant to picking the designer.
Usually there is one week between Council’s first and second reading and then a 30-day
period so around the beginning of the year is when PWB would need your input.

•

whether to limit PUB’s consideration to the three options, was the conversation at the time
of the original decision-making maybe even more relevant now, and what sort of
recommendation to make. PWB staff said the guidance coming from Council would be
feedback on the values, tradeoffs, and the risks. Those three areas are inter-related. What
are the tradeoffs that are reasonable given the values and what are the associated risks? For
instance, we know there are risks from fire and algae but our value of being most costeffective cause us to recommend the minimal option. Or, the risks are so important and
there is value in better addressing them, so we recommend full implementation.

•

while the fears and concerns expressed in the public comments are understandable, they
may have included misrepresentation of facts and PUB should do own independent factfinding before echoing concerns. There was discussion of applying an equity lens to all
communities and at the same level of sensitivity.

Next Meeting Agenda
It was decided that the next subcommittee meeting will continue the discussion of the Bull Run
Filtration Project.
PUB subcommittee meeting – Continued discussion of the Bull Run Filtration Project
October 17, 2019, 11:00am – 1:00pm, 1900 SW 4th Avenue, Room 2500C
The meeting adjourned at 6:38pm.
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Addendum A: Public Comment
Addendum A includes:
•

Written comments from Cynthia Fraser to accompany verbal testimony given by Matt Yium.

•

Written comments from Dee White to accompany her verbal public comment.

•

Written comments from Citizens for Peaceful Rural Living submitted via email after the meeting
as requested by the PUB and as follow-up to verbal public comment given by several attendees.

Note: Individual comments are separated by a blank page.
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Date:

October 7, 2019

To:

Public Utility Board for the City of Portland

From:

Citizens for Peaceful Rural Living

RE:

Portland Water Bureau, Bull Run Filtration Project Update

Board Members,
Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional comment subsequent to the October 1st meeting on
the Portland Water Bureau (“PWB”) presentation on the proposed Bull Run Filtration facility (“BRF”). As
discussed near the end of that meeting, our group had numerous issues regarding the PWB’s
presentation that we wished to respond to, as follows:
1. The most significant unanswered question on the proposed filtration facility is, “At what point does
the projected facility cost suggest a reevaluation of treatment technology and siting?”. This
question was generally asked by a PUB member, but not sufficiently answered. We believe the PUB
should request PWB and the City Council to reconsider their current path by returning to the formal
decision framework and considering the revised budget. The current path was locked in based upon
now-outdated evidence and far different estimates of cost to the ratepayer.
2. The PWB engaged in an extensive evaluation of potential technologies to address the EPA’s
Cryptosporidium mandate, and an evaluation of potential sites to implement the chosen treatment
method (particulate filtration). Each of these decision processes is extensively documented by PWB
on their website.1 Throughout these documents, “cost” was considered to be an important aspect
(“…develop capital and operating costs so that decision-makers could fairly evaluate the
alternatives”2; also, “The top three (community) values are cost, public health/water quality, and
resilience.”3).
3. The Portland City Council approved a budget in the range of $350 to $500 million on December 12,
2018. From testimony at the PWB/Council “work session” September 19, 2019, water conduit
(“pipe”) improvement costs were not included in the total project cost. New cost estimates from
that work session demonstrate the facility cost at $573 to $643 million, and the necessary water
conduit improvements an additional $91 to $198 million. Total project costs now range from $670
to $850 million, with the financial experts indicating a possible increase of 50% (in other words, the
total project could be $1.275 billion).4 If decision makers had known the cost would be double, or
potentially triple, the original estimates, would they have made different decisions? Is it possible
that “This is intentional malfeasance by the bureaucracy.”5?
4. “With just a few weeks to make a decision, two key members of Portland’s City Council say they are
undecided on whether the city and its ratepayers should spend up to $500 million building a new
water filtration plant or choose a more affordable ultraviolet light system estimated at $110 million.
‘There’s not a question, if money were no object we’d move today on the filtration system’,
Wheeler said. ‘But money is an object. Every dollar we spend on this system leads to increased

water rates for users throughout the metro area, so I have to balance these two competing
interests’.”6
5. “Seattle and San Francisco have built ultraviolet plants to comply with the EPA’s LT2 rule, and five
years ago, the Portland City Council directed the Water Bureau to develop plans for a UV system as
a hedge in case the city didn’t receive its waiver. ‘What you see in front of you here, on this
table….are the specifications for a UV plant’, Water Bureau Director Mike Stuhr told the council.
‘This pile of paper is worth $16 million, so you have a UV design on the shelf’, he said. Thanks to
those existing plans, Stuhr said the city could complete construction on a UV plant at the Bull Run’s
headworks facility within five years, at an estimated cost of $105 million…..Stuhr told the
commissioners he personally favored the cheaper ultraviolet treatment option, due to the ‘stiff
burden’ of costly projects water ratepayers are already funding.”6 Of course, this option would also
serve to preserve farmland and to avoid expensive and, for property owners, long-running and
highly stressful disputes over eminent domain.
6. Currently, the PWB does not list the land use process as a “risk” to the project, yet acknowledges
the proposed facility is a conditional use that must be approved by a Multnomah County hearings
officer. One of the conditional use criteria requires that the BRF is ‘consistent with the character of
the area’.7 Is a 40-acre industrial water treatment facility consistent with the existing agricultural
and residential uses currently surrounding PWB’s property? Our group has hired a well-known land
use attorney for purposes of challenging PWB at the Multnomah County land use hearing, and for
further appeals to LUBA and the Oregon Court of Appeals, if necessary. Shouldn’t that be
considered as a ‘risk’ to the project? The best available legal guidance indicates that PWB is at
significant risk, particularly since several hundred million dollars may be invested in the planning and
design, before the land use approval can be achieved (if indeed it can be).
7. In May 2017, the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) revoked the treatment variance due to high oocyst
numbers detected at Bull Run during January through March of 2017. However, it is unclear
whether a Cryptosporidium threat to human health exists. Although oocyst numbers were high in
2017, the species known to negatively affect human health were not identified (i.e., C. parvum and
C. hominus). In the one documented instance (March 8, 2017) where species were identified, the
oocyst concentrations of harmful species were well below the EPA threshold of 0.075 oocysts/liter.
Although the thirteen-year-old EPA-required lab methodology does not necessitate species
identification, several published scientific studies outline the flaws of the EPA method and
recommend secondary testing to confirm results. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the data used
to inform the variance revocation is reliable. The Williston, Vermont-based laboratory (Analytical
Services, Inc.) used by PWB were investigated for procedural non-compliance for work completed
prior to April, 2016.8 Yet, PWB continued to use this laboratory, until 2017. In 2017 - the year of
high oocyst concentrations - PWB began to run their own analyses on the water samples they
collected. In summary, building a billion dollar filtration plant is imprudent given the uncertainty in
the oocyst data and lack of evidence for cryptosporidiosis cases among PWB water consumers.
8. One important role of OHA is to enforce EPA’s LT2 Rule to ensure that PWB complies with federal
regulations. It is now clear that the LT2 Rule is being used to justify a filtration plant that exceeds

the purpose of treating Cryptosporidium. The large financial burden to be placed on PWB
ratepayers is to cover the cost of filtering out sediment from the Bull Run reservoir. According to
Commissioner Fritz11, the main purposes of this filtration plant are: (a) to ensure that water
demands can be supplied to a growing population through the ability to draw from deeper layers of
the reservoir; and, (b) to protect water from any unknown potential negative impacts resulting from
forest fires. These reasons were not the basis for project approval to City Council back in 2017. If
treating the water for Cryptosporidium is the factual reason for treatment, then the ratepayer
deserves a lower cost approach that achieves meeting federal regulations. PWB and the City have
already invested in the design of an ultraviolet (UV), similar to the approach of the larger cities of
Seattle and San Francisco.6 UV is a viable and cost-effective treatment that does not significantly
impact ratepayers’ pockets. Furthermore, ratepayers and the City will not be unnecessarily rushed
into the financial burden of the design, building, and operation of a facility that addresses problems
we currently do not have.
9. There were questions from the PUB members around the ability of PWB to meet water demand in
the event of the various catastrophes that are being used for justification. The Columbia South
Shore wellfield has provided ample supply thus far when Bull Run has been offline (e.g., too turbid
to use). The truth is that water demand on the PWB system is shrinking, not expanding, as reported
by a PWB internal memo from 2017: “Overall, demand is projected to be lower in 2045 than today.
Summer average demand is expected to decline from approx. 120 mgd in 2010 (actual) to
approximately 110 mgd in 2045 (modeled, stress year weather).”9
10. The construction of the BRF at Carpenter Lane is projected to require 123,000 total heavy truck
trips.10 Assuming even truck traffic over the 5-year construction period and no weekend work, this
equates to 95 truck trips/day. We’ve been told by PWB that the majority of the heavy truck traffic
will be in the first 2 to 3 years of construction, which means those truck trips will likely exceed 200
trips/day. Has PWB included road reconstruction costs in its current budget projections? The
primary access roadway, Dodge Park Boulevard, currently averages under 3 heavy truck trips per
day.
11. So far, the effect to Portland ratepayers has assumed generally “best-case” analysis. We believe
that PWB should provide estimates on impacts to ratepayers that are based on “worst-case”
scenarios. For example, assume wholesale customers continue to leave the PWB system due to the
high cost of water and eroding relations with PWB staff (placing their share of the capital burden
onto City users), and take into account the current $850 million times the 50% upside error factor
(total BRF cost = $1.275 billion). What will ratepayers be required to pay per month if the worstcase scenarios occur?
In summary, the members of Citizens for Peaceful Rural Living believe there is overwhelming evidence
which mandates the PUB to recommend to the Portland City Council that this increased budget is not
only unwarranted, but irresponsible spending on behalf of its Portland constituency. The BRF facility
was chosen by stakeholders when the cost was believed to be somewhere between $350 to $500
million. We strongly believe that the PWB and City Council should revisit their own decision criteria to
reevaluate the available alternatives and final decision(s).

Thank you for allowing us to supplement the record. This has allowed us to be more complete and
accurate in providing the PUB with the factual elements we wished to provide to you at your hearing.

Sincerely,
Citizens for Peaceful Rural Living, represented at the PUB/PWB meeting on October 1st by:
Carol Bartha
36601 SE Dodge Park Blvd.
503-663-7187

Rick Bartha
36601 SE Dodge Park Blvd.

Lauren Courter, Ph.D. | Toxicologist
36610 SE Dodge Park Blvd.
503-421-8459

JoAnn Dickey
35075 SE Carpenter Lane

Neldon Dickey
35075 SE Carpenter Lane

Carol Kost
35321 SE Carpenter Lane

Mike Kost
35321 SE Carpenter Lane
503-730-5986

Brent Leathers
35050 SE Carpenter Lane
503-956-2200

Doug Silton
35321 SE Dodge Park Blvd.
503-407-1037

Dean Walter
36322 SE Dodge Park Blvd.
503-709-5203

Notes:
1

See the archive documents at https://www.portlandoregon.gov/water/77548
PWB memo “Filtration Plant Key Decisions and Process”, August 31, 2018
3
PWB consultant FDR technical memo, “Filtration Plant Project Alternative Delivery Methods – Final”,
Appendix B, “Community Values Input on Alternative Delivery Approach”, February 27, 2018
4
PWB “Cost Updates and Options”, September 19, 2019, presented to Portland City Council
5
“Portland’s Rising Bills are Purposeful Accidents”, Cascade Policy Institute, September 25, 2019. See
entire, short article at: https://cascadepolicy.org/economic-opportunity/portlands-rising-bills-are-purposeful2

accidents/?fbclid=IwAR2aHse-yX37Il_zR1t7w8ryc8xeJOrclDnSxJSm3RcEdFe-nVsgDplhqeQ
6

“Portland Weighs $500 Million Water Treatment Plant”, Amelia Templeton, OPB, June 27, 2017; see:

https://www.opb.org/news/article/portland-water-treatment-plant-cryptosporidium-proposal/
7
8

Multnomah County Code, § 36.6010 (A)
See full article on Analytical Services here:

https://www.burlingtonfreepress.com/story/news/2016/03/29/williston-water-

testing-lab-loses-accreditation/82387940/
9

PWB internal Technical Memo, “Projected Water Demand”, February 28, 2017, pg. 9
PWB consultant HDR, Technical Memorandum dated September 11, 2018, Sections 6.4 and 6.12
11
Public comment by Commissioner Fritz to Filtration Plant Site Advisory Group, October 3, 2019, Sandy
High School, Sandy, Oregon.
10

